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A7 Roughtech Range Blue Green/Black

Sako A7 Roughtech Range Blue Green/Black .308 WinStock Code: cat01768
Orientation: Right Hand Stock
Calibre: .308 Win
Mechanism: Bolt Action
Barrel Length: 26"
Style: Centre Fire
Choke1: None
Choke2: None
Moderator: None
Scope: None
The A7 was created to offer a lightweight, genuine Sako rifle at an attractive price. The A7 has unique
features that are not available on any other Sako or Tikka rifles the special steel action is made in
two sizes, S and M, to comply with available calibers; the receiver is drilled and tapped for bases;
the bolt has three locking lugs in front and a 70-degree angle for fast cycling, and an internal black
nitrated steel insert for extra durability; the polymer magazines developed for each type of cartridge
have integral steel collars that allow loading without removing the magazine.
As a world class rifle manufacturer Sako is constantly looking for new solutions and innovations to
advance the accuracy and usability of our products. Sako Roughtech stock is the result of combining
traditional gunsmithing knowledge with the latest RandD methods.
The technology has been developed to deliver superb platform for precision accuracy and to
withstand even the roughest handling in the most severe conditions. We have combined the
Roughtech stock with Sako A7 action to create a true hunting and shooting tool that is well suited for
different applications.
Sako Roughtech stocks all have a full integrated aluminum bedding that ensures precise and rigid
chassis for the action
Sako Roughtech stocks are coated with rough surface texture to offer a solid grip in all weather

conditions. Stocks are available in multiple different colors and introduce a special spider web
surface for a distinctive look.
Sako Roughtech stocks are equipped with advanced high energy dissipation recoil pad. All the
stocks come with two 5mm spacers for length of pull adjustment
Sako Roughtech comes in two different stock configurations. Roughtech Pro is designed for regular
big game hunting, whereas the Roughtech Range is more oriented for prone position, long range
and varmint shooting.
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